
 
Выполните письменный перевод данного теста со словарем. Текст до 
горизонтальной черты соответствует по объему требованиям программы. 
Перевод текста после черты дает дополнительные баллы.  

 
 

THE WORKING DAY OF PAVEL’S GRANDFATHER 
 
There are many interesting and noble professions. A doctor is someone who 

diagnoses and treats people diseases, injuries, pain or other conditions. A doctor's 
working day is difficult. Some doctors work in an office, others in а hospital. A 
doctor typically works very long hours. He usually spends these hours near patients 
and advises them how to stay healthy. Doctors regularly read books and medical 
journals to be good specialists. 

Pavel wants to become a doctor. He likes this profession and he is eager to get 
a medical education and work at a hospital. It is a good tradition in his family. His 
mother is a doctor, his grandfather is a doctor and he wants to be a doctor, too. When 
he was a little boy his grandfather worked at a hospital and he spent some time at the 
hospital with him. He is a surgeon and works in a surgical department. Day by day he 
takes care of his hospital patients, he treats them well. He is very attentive. Every day 
he comes into wards asking patients, "What do you complain of?" He wants all 
people to be able-bodied and he tries to treat his in-patients in a proper way. To 
operate on persons is his main task. He is a kind and skilled surgeon. Every day he 
comes into an operating-room and operates on his in-patients. After each operation he 
takes care of his in-patients. Day by day he helps them to recover and he is glad when 
he can say, "My in-patient is quite recovered." Sometimes he advises his in-patients 
to go to sanatoriums after leaving the hospital. 
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He instructs them in detail what they can do and eat after their operations. Pavel’s 
grandfather tells him a lot of true stories about doctors, their profession, their aid for 
people. Pavel respects his grandfather. He likes his profession and he has a dream to 
be a doctor too. 
 
day by day – изо дня в день(каждый день) 
noble – благородный 
to be eager – стремиться 
a ward – палата 
to complain of – жаловаться 
to be able-bodied – быть здоровым 
in-patients – стационарные больные 
aid – помощь 
to recover – поправляться, выздоравливать 
skilled - талантливый 

 
 

 


